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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes a computer program which was 
developed to simulate . th~ IBM 3705 communications Controller, 
using the IBM system/360 and System/370 computers • . The 
architecture of the 3705 is discussed in some detail, and the 
structure of .the simulator is described • . · Future enhancements 
to the present program are . suggested, ~long with fOSsible . 
applications. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Fo r a number of years, the concept of asynchronous 
processing has been an important one in .the design of digital 
co mputer systems. One of the most significant trends in this 
area bas been the development of intelligent control units in 
an attem pt to relieve main processors from some of the 
drudgery involved in - supervising input/output operations. 
One area which lends itself -readily to such treatment is data 
co mmunicat ion, and a considerable amount of effort bas been 
expended in , developing . intelligent communications 
controllers. This is particularly desirable .because of the 
rel~tively large size o~ communication .. , net~orks, the ~ide 
variety of terminal codes and line disciplines in general 
use, and the difficulties involved in transmitting data over 
long distances • . 
These devices are actually small compµters whose sole 
function is to supervise~ the transmission of data using 
various types of teleprocessing equipment. They are 
particularly suited to such menial tasks as code translation 
and elementary editing, but they are also being used . to 
accomplish automatic terminal and speed recognition, and even 
simple forms of message routing. 
The advent of the communications _controller has brought . . . 
with .it a great potential for the computer user to tailor a 
network to his specific needs. Many of -the options which 
formerly had to b~ chosen when 'the cont~ol unit was wired can 
now be decided dynamically by software. Unfortunately, the 
very nature of the . communications controller makes it 
somewhat inconvenient as a tool for software development. 
Its capacity for . multiprogramming is somewhat limited, and 
the necessity for a stable . and continually available 
communications ·. network ser~ously curtails the amount of time 
vhich can be dedicated to softvare _ debugging. Also, the 
normal lack of periph~ral . devic~s, . particularly frinters, 
makes debugging a cumbersome and time-consuming chore. The 
only a1 terna ti ve so far has been to have a second 
communications controller .available , for .. developmental work, 
which may not be attractive financially. 
been effectively discouraged - from learning 
Thus users have 
more about 
communications controllers, and developing their own 
- 2 .-
software. 
For these reasons, it vas felt that a simulator for a 
communications controller could be a valuable tool for both 
the data communications user and the educator. , The 
controller chosen . for simulation was the IBM 3705, both 
because of its widespr~a~ use, and because one vas available 
for experimentation while the simulator was being developed. 
The simulator was written .in · 360 assembler language, and was 
.. 
implemented on the .IBM 360 _/75 at the West Virginia _University -
Computer Center. , It simulates the 3705 at the machine 
instruction level, and produces optional trace ontfut for 
debugging purposes. 
Programs written -in - 3705 assembler language can - be 
directly loaded and interpret~v~1J executed -by . the simulator • . 
At this time, it does _ not fully simulate all aspects of the 
communications network .a~d host comp-uter .interface; hence it 
could not be used to extensively test a 3705 control program. 
It is, ·however, . quite . adequat~ _: for initial program 
. -
development and testing, _and for . · training students in · the 
basic concepts of com~unications controllers. 
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J7 05 ARCHITECTURE 
The 3705 co~munications controller consists cf foui 
ma jo r components. The central control unit (CCU) ~ontains 
mos t o f the arithmetic and logic circuitry necessary for the 
op erati on of the 3705; the core memory serves its usual 
f unctio n of providing a storage area fo~ both machine 
ins truc tions and data; the channel adapter controls the 
i nterfa ce bet .~een the 3705 and the host computer; and the 
co mmunic ation scanner ijerves as the interface between the 
3705 an d the communications network. 
Programs in . the 3705 can execute at any if five 
prio ri ty levels which are controlled by hardware. Levels one 
thro ug h four are interrupt driven; that is, they are entered 
only on the occurrence of specific hardware interrupt 
co ndit i o ns. Level one, the highest priority level, is used 
mai nly for handling _error conditions. It is entered when 
eit her a hardware failure o·r programming error occurs. Level 
two d eals with _the communication network, and is entered 
when ev er a communication line must be serviced by the 
soft ware. Level three is used to handle processing of a less 
critical nature, including communication with the- host 
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co mpute r, timer maintenance, and operator int~vention. · Level 
four is the lowest level of the supervisor, and i~ entered 
on ly up on reguest of one of the other program levels. 
Level five, the lowest priority level, is unique in 
several respects. It is not interrupt driven, and is 
execute d only when ther~ are no outstanding reguests for any 
of -the other program levels. _ It is intended for non-critical . 
background processing, and hence is not -: allowed to execute 
the privi leged instructions available to the other four 
levels. 
When an interrupt occurs for a particular program 
level, the action taken depends upon the relative priority of 
the currently active . level. If ,the act~ve ievel is of the 
same or highe_r priority, the interrupt . request -is stacked by 
the hardwa re unti1 processing returns .to a lower level. · At 
that poin t, a latch is set to indicate _ the cause of - the 
-- . 
interrupt, and the appropriate _ program . level is entered. 
Each program level begins execution at a . predefined storage 
address: level , one _ starts at . location 10 _{hexadecimal), 
level two at location .SO, level three at location 100, and 
-
level four at location 180. From - this - initial starting 
point, each interrupt handling routine may branch to · any 
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other portion of the 
Proc essin g continues at a 
until either a higher 
machine storage - without restriction. 
particular level, uninterrupted, 
priority interrupt occurs, or the 
program exits from that level. 
The 3705 core storage .is organized in bJtes of eight 
bits each; these may b~ grouped into halfwords (two bytes) 
and fullw ords (four bytes)._ Storage addressing is by byte; 
the first byte of memory is desigqated byte O, and successive _ 
bytes are numbered seguentially. Thus the last _ byte in a 16K 
machine, for example ' , would have the address 16,383. 
Basic 3705 addressing allows . for . an address of 16 bits 
(one halfw ord). ,. This . wi:11 -accommodate a storage size of up 
to 64K bytes. ,. For larger · machines, an additional two-bit 
byte, known . as · byte . X, .. is appended to the address, thus 
allowing addressability up to the maxi~um storage ~ize of 
240K bytes • . Machines eg~ipped with this extra _ address byte 
are said to have the extended addressing feature. 
The ·central - control . unit contains 32 general registers, 
each of which_ is large . enough to accommodate a storage 
address; thus a basic 370~ has 16-Hit registers, while a 3705 
vith extended addressing .ha~ 18-bit registers. The registers 
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a r e · d ivided into four groups of eight, and only one group is 
di rectl y accessible at any given time. _ - The first group 
{group 0) is available to program levels one and tvo; group 1 
. - . 
is use d by level three; group 2 is accessible to level four; 
.. 
and gr oup 3 is reserved for level five. Thus it is fOssible 
to chang e from one program level . to another without saving 
and res toring the . contents of -the general Fegisters. 
At each program level, the first general . register 
(r egis ter 0) of the associated . group . serves as the 
i nstru ction address register (IAR) • . It al ways contains the 
a ddres s of the next machine . instructiQn to be executed. It 
is incr e mented sequentially as processing · proceeds, · unless it 
is modif ied by the · e.xecuting ,: program. , .. When --· an interrupt 
occ urs , the IAR of the appropriate :l _evel .is loaded 1-i th the 
sta rtin g address for that -le~el. , 
Th e 3705 contains a number of external . registers, of 
whi ch the general registers are a . subset •. __ The external 
registers, - rather .- than being directly . available to the 
proc es sing pcogram, are ~ccessed via the . - privilege4 machine 
i nst ru ctions, input and output • . , Externa-1 registers are found 
in t h e communication scanner and channel: adapt _er, as -well as 
in the cco. They are the · primary .means of communication 
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between hardware and software. 
Ea ch program level has a pair of condition latches 
-· 
known as the C and z latches. These are used to record the 
-
res ults of certain arithmetic, comparative, and logical 
ope rations . The latches may then be tested by the program to 
decide among various courses of action. 
The 3705 recognizes 51. machine instructions. ~any of 
these are · similar • to the instructions found on othEr small . 
computers, although .they are _notic~ably . character oriented. 
. ·- . 
There · are versions of . many of :the operations which access 
.. 
only one byte of a register • . Multiply and divide operations 
. ~ 
are total ly absent, whi,leshifting op_E!rations are severely 
limited--the only shift available is ?ne bit .,.-to the right • . 
All arithm etic and logical operations -operate on registers 
.. -
only; th e only instructions which directly reference storage 
-
are of the load and store .: var _iety. , ,, '!'.here are a number of · 
branching instructions available, although branching may be 
., 
acco mplish ed . by any instruction . which .modifies register 0 
{the ·IAR ). , Special ,purpose .instructions inclµde input and 
output, which are used to ._access the external registers, and 




It is possible, via the use of input and output 
ins tructions, 
- -
to mask the various program levels. wiben any 
o~ the four higher priority levels .is masked, interruftS for 
tha t level will not occur~ hut will be stacked until that 
lev el is unmasked. Masking has no . effect upon a fCevious 
ent ry to a particular _level; execution will continue until 
the -progra~ exits from that level, but subsequent entries 
wil l be inhibited • . In this manner~ a program operating at a 
low er level can ensure _ its ·· uninterrupted - execution during 
par _ticularly critical • -·processing. Masking operates 
di fferently vith respect to ievel £ive, since level five is 
no t interrupt driven • . If level five i~ masked, exec~tion at 
th at level is suspended immediately; if ~o . i~terrupt · xequests 
ar e outstanding, the 3705 enters the wait state. , 
The 3705 storage p~otection feature allows the ~oftware 
-
t o limit access to main storage by the channel adapter and by 
program level five • . By means of output instructions, the 
pr ogram can - set a protectio~ key to h~ associated vith each 
. .. . 
channel adapter and with _l.evel £ive, as . well as a storage key 
·-· --
t o be associated with .each block of stor~ge • . Program levels 
one through four are permanently assigned the protection key 
of zero. When an access· to storage is attempted, the 
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applicable protection key and storage key are checked. 
Access is permitted if the keys match, if the protection key 
is zero, or lf the storage key is seven, vhich signifies 
unprotected storage. _ In the case of instruction execution, 
however, the test -is more stringent: access is allowed only 
if the keys match. _ Any violation . of storage protection 
causes a level one inter~upt, with the appropriate latch set 
to indicat e a protection check. ,, 
The CCU contains an interval timer which runs 
co ntinuou sly, and causes a . level three interrupt €Very 100 
milliseconds. _ It also contains a set of -· hardware registers 
- .. . 
which perform the ·cyclic redundancy ch~ck _(CRC) _ accumulation 
function required · for binary synchronous communication. , . 
Sp ecial circuits within --. the CCU, inc.ludin _g . a read-only . 
storage array, are ·provided -to faci.litate ~the initial loading 
of a program from the ho~t computer. - _Two display registers 
are _provided to allow the p~ogram to : ~ommunicate with the 
control console, and a lagging address register jLAB), vhich 
contains the address of -the last instruction executed, is 
available to help locate .programming errors. _ 
Tvo types of communicat~on scanner ·, are . available for 
the 3705. The type 1 scanner is bit-oriented; it causes an 
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interrupt, and requires program intervention, as each bit is 
transmitted and received. : The type 2 scanner is 
character-oriented; it assembles bits into charactets when 
data is received . from . a terminal, the number of bits per 
character having been specified by the software • . Hence, ~ith 
the typ e 2 scanner, interrupts occur on.ly as each character 
is sent or received • . Jhe scanner is connected to the 3705 
via an attachment base of the appropriate type; ccmmunication 
lines are attached by means of line interfa _ce -. bases (LIBs) 
and lin e 'sets. We shall restr~ct -the fol.lowing discussion to 
the typ e 2 scanner, since : the simulator : assumes a 3705 
eguipped vith sue~ a scanner • . 
The type . 2 .commu~ication scanner - contains a local 
storage array_ of 96 interface :control words {ICW s ·); each word 
-. 
consists of 46 information bits and 2 parity bits. , · Each ICW 
co ntains control informatipn -for a single communication line 
interface; all communication • with .a line takes place via the 
interface control word • . . 
The type 2 scanner contains several external registers 
which are used in . communi~ating _ with the network. The 
attachment base address register (ABAR) . is used to · hold the 
interface address for the line currently being examined. The 
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display register is periodically updated with control 
infor mat ion concerning a reguest~d interface • . Several other 
reg ister s are used to hold parameters for the scanner, and to 
facilitate examination ;~d updat~ of the · various ICis. 
The scanner examines interface addresses sequentially~ 
and notif ies . the software whenever character service is 
required for a particular line • . There is a scan counter in 
the typ e 2 attachment base ~hich generates the addresses for 
the scann er; this is done _ rapidlJ . enough .to ensure Oferation 
at speed s up to 4800 bps • . Yor _higher _speed communication, 
the scanne r can be _directed, by the software, to establish an 
upper scan limit • . This vilL .cause certain inter£aces to be 
ignored, and hence tho _se .. interfaces vhich are used can be 
scanned more often, resulting in :· hig~er .line speeds. · The 
software can also cause certain addresses to be substituted 
for other addresses, 
speed. 
further ~ncreasing the - maximu• line 
The type .2 scanner recognizes a number .· of input . and 
output instructions • .-. These are used to access and mod if J the 
interface control words and - external - registers, and to 
control various operations of the : scanner, including the 
upper scan limit and addre~s substitution . features. Each 
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scanner can have from one to four business machine clocks, 
which are used to provide character timing pulses for lov 
speed lines. ~ Special circuitry is also present to perform 
diag no stic functions, including modem testing and ~imulated 
li ne act ivity. 
As with the communication scanner, _ two types of channel 
adap ter are available . for ~ the 3705; the - type 1 adapter 
attaches to a byte ·multiplexer - cbannel, and _transf~rs data in 
bursts of up to four bytes. ~- Soft~are action is required 
before and after each burst. ". The type 2 adapt~r attaches • to 
a byte multiplexer, a block ·- multiplexer, or a selector 
chan ne l, and transfers data in . large . bursts {up to 1023 
✓ 
bytes) • . Since · the _simulator assumes a 3705 equipped with a 
... 
type 1 channel . adapter 1 life shall -·" restri~t O the - :followin,.9-
discussion .-to this adapt _er. 
The type .1. adapteD can -operate in , ei~hei of two modes: 
native subchannel (NSC) mode allo¥s up to 352 communication 
line~ to be supported using a single .- subchanne1 address ~n 
the host computer. . · Emulation subchannel {Escr - na'ode allows 
the software to emulate the IBff 27~1. 2702 1 and 2703 
! 
transmission control ·units 1 _ using a separate host subchanne1 .-
address for each line. _ 
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. The type 1 adapter can operate in any of three states: 
-· 
initial selection state is entered when a particular line is 
first addressed by the host computer; data transfer state is 
entered when · data is to be transferred to or from the host; 
and final status state is entered vhen -status information is 
to be transferred to the host _ _ 
The adapter contains a . . number of ,. external registers 
which are used to record status and control information, and 
to communicate vith the host -computer. -.. The adapter . can be 
.. 
vired to recognize and respond - to .a ,nu~ber of subchannel 
addresses; this would appl_y only to _oper _ation . in ESC mode. , 
~ 
The type 1 adapter recognizes only -• three . channel commands 
- .. 
directly: test I/0, write IPL, and no~operatipn. All other 
commands are passed to .the 3705 software, _which Dust decode 
the command and take appropriate action •. .- Input . and output 
-
instructions are a vaila .ble . _ to allow the control prcg ram to 
communicate with the channel adapter •. 
14 -
THE SI~ OLATOR 
The simulator is divided into four load modules which 
- -
are exe cuted sequentially • . · S3705BGN is the first module, and 
ser ves to invoke the other modules in the proper order. 
S37 05IN T is the . initialization module, which parses the 
user -sp ecified parameter~, and sets up data areas. ~3705LDR 
is the loader, which brings a 3705 program into main · storage 
fo r exe cution • . S3705GO, the main body of _the sinulator, 
i nterpr etively executes the 3705 program, optionally 
pro ducin g trace . output, along vith .- error .and information 
message s. 
The contents of -the .3705 core .storage are kept in a 
co ntigu ous area in subpoo1 1 .o~ _the 360 storage • . The size of 
thi s ar ea can be specified , by - the user, and matches the 
si mulat ed 3705 storage bjte fo~ byte • . Host ~ of the global . 
i nforma tion . for the simulator is kept in .an area of S3705BGN 
(sy mbol ic name DATA1). _. This area contains a na ~ber of 
ess ent ial -flags and addresses, as well .as all of the 3705 
regi st ers, latches, and control information. 
A number of options - can be specified by the user prior 
to exe cution. These include the size of the 3705 storage, 
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the na me of the load module to be executed, and the types of 
trace The types of trace currently 
suppo rt ed are interrupt trace, which . causes a mes~age to 
appea r each time an interrupt occurs; level trace, which 
cause s a message to appear each time a new progra~ level is 
ente red ; execution · tracei which prints a brief message as 
each in struction is ex~cnted; and extended trace, vbich 
impl ies execution trace, and includes current level and latch . 
sett ing s, and the results of each ope~ation. 
Th e trace output contains the following information for 
each in struction (see Appendix B): the - elapsed time in 
mac hin e cycles, the value of -the IAR, the hexa~ecimal machine 
• ✓ 
in struct ion, the instruction , mnemonic _ code, . the instruction 
ope rand s, the currently active level, the two ccndition ~ 
latc he s at that level, . and the resul.t _s of . .-_:t.he operation. In 
cert ai n cases, the result field contain~ .desci:-iptive comments 
e nc l os ed in asterisks. , 
S3705BGR receives control from the . operating system, 
and sets up save areas . for the entire .simulator. . . It then 
opens the data control block .for printed output, initializes 
the ti me and date in the page headings, and passes central to 
S3705INT. Control is snbseguently returned from S370SLDB, 
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and the return code is tested. If it is satisfactory, 
control passes to S3705GO; if not, the simulaticn phase is 
.. 
byp asse d. When the simulation is complete, S3705BGN frees 
the storage area in subpool 1; and returns to the Oferating 
syst em . 
S3705BGN contains t,he sub .routine PSUB, which is used by . 
all sim ulator modules. ,_ PSOB receives as input a message of 
- . 
variable length, which it moves to .a buffer _ area and prints • . 
. . 
It kee ps track of the number of lines . printed, and inserts a 
heading at the top of every page • . The le?gth of . each message 
is saved and used to blank a . variable portion of the output 
buff er on the subsequent call • . 
S3705INT, after receiving · contro1 from · S3705BGH, 
~ ,- -
processes the parameter . field _ ~bich .. the .. user ,specified on the 
EXEC statement which - invo~ed - the simulator. (Refer . to 
Appendix A for a discussion -of the procedures necessary . to 
invoke the simulator) • . Valid parameter . keywords are 
. . 
identified -by lookup in -a . table vhich is sorted in de~cending 
- . 
order of · keyword length. . The cur _rent 1 position in , the 
parameter . string is compared Mith eac~ .successive keyword 
until eithe~ a · match .is found, or the end - of the table . is 
reached. If the . keyword· - matches an entry .iri the table, a 
- 17 -
corresponding table entry is used to 
appropriate processing routine. 
bcancb 




assu min g no errors have been detected, S3705INT examines the 
core st orage size specified by the user, and acguires the 
necessary _ area in subpoql 1. The addresses of the beginning 
and end of the storage area are saved for use in later phases 
of the simulation. Finally, S3705INT passes control to 
S370 5LDR via an XCTL macro - instruction. •: This · removes 
S370 5INT from the chain ,of ~ control, so that S3705LDR can -
return control directly to -s3705BGH. , 
S3705LDR receives control from S3705INT, and ofens the 
data control - block for the inpat data set. ~, S~nce the input 
data has the partitioned - format, a BLDL macro . instruction is 
issued to obtained the directory . entry for - the . requested load 
- . 
module~ . The directory entry contains the entry point address 
for the load module, which is placed in genera1 .register O of 
. -
group O. · When . the program subsequently -is given control. 
execution will thus start at the proper location • . 
After issuing a FIND macro instruction to position the 
data set to the requested modllle, S3705LDB starts reading the 
- 18 -
member. Since the 3705 is a dedicated machine, no relocation 
is necessary, and all records in the load module are skipped 
except control and text records • . When a control record is 
encountered, the length from the channel command word is 
placed in the data control block, and the data address is 
added to the address of the storage area in subpccl 1 to 
produce the address of t~e start of the - following te~t. The 
text record which follows , the control record is thEn read 
using the previously obtained address and length, and the 
process is repeated until end .of -file .is reached. 
several error conditions can be : detected during the 
loading process • . The requested load module . may not exist, it 
may contain excessi~ely long .records, or it - may be unreadable 
.. 
because of I/0 errors • . Ia any ~f •these cases, ._the simulation 
.. 
is -aborted at ·the point -.,vhere : the error is detected. In -the 
event that the requested , load module is .larger : than tte 3705 
stocage, a warning message is . issued, and e1ecution . 
continues, although the module is truncated at - . the end of 
storage. 
If all is well at the end of the lo~ding phase, S3705GO 
-
receives control from S3705BGN • . After a few - preliminaries, 
which include disabling program level .£ive and adjusting mask 
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fields if extended addressing is present, the actual 
simulation begins. Register O of the active level (initially 
level one) is examined, and the instruction at that address 
is decoded. Since the operation code in . the 3705 is not 
contiguous, a rather involved procedure is nece~sary to 
identify the particular operation, given the machine language 
representation. , Severa\ pages of code are necessary to 
produce a numeric operati .o.n .code lihich can be . used to index a 
table for subsequent - processing • . Once the operation is 
identified, a routine is entered . to sep~rat~ the various 
operands and place them · in working storage locations. 
Finally, the numeric operation code is used a~ an index to a 
table of execution routines, . and the operation is executed 
interpretively. 
Because of , the great diversity in -function of the input 
and output instructions, a second table~~ookup . · procedure is 
necessary. The hexadecimal input oi::·. outpu ._t code, '\ilbich can 
range from zero to 7P, is used to ind~x a table of 1-byte 
codes • . The code · thus obtained is then used . to index a table 
of routine addresses, and . the appropri~te routine is entered 
to perform the reguired function • . The extra ,table of 1-byte 
codes is necessar:y to save space, since _ manJ of the input and 
output codes are unused, and those which are used are often 
- 20 -
simi la r or identical in function. Thus only a few routines 
-
are neede d to interpret the 256 . possible input and output 
inst ructi ons. 
If execution trace or extended trace has been 
specified, the trace _ buff~r is built . during the 
interpretation , process •• The trace message is printed just 
-
prior to fetchin~ the next . instruction; hence any information .. .. 
or err or message printed as a result of instruction e1ecution . 
vill appear in the ·listing before . the trace line for · tbe 
instruction. 
Program levels are controlled by means 9f two ordered 
l ist s and · four . counters, along with - a set . of flags to 
indicate which levels are : masked • . One list . contains the . 
currently active .levels, vhile the other contains the pendi~g 
- -
levels. Each 1ist · is padded on the .right :vitb the number . 
five to a total of -five elements. · The - four counters ~ontain , 
the number of times each .of ,the four -interrupt levels are . · .. . 
pending. If no interrupts ~ are .pending, . a11 counters are 
zero, and the lists contain -all fives- When an -interrupt is 
to be scheduled, the counter . corresponding to the level of 
-
the interrupt is incremented by one, and t~e :level number is 
inserted in the pending .list in such a way that tbe list is 
21 
always kept in ascending order. As each instruction is 
fetc he d, the active and pending lists are tested to see if 
there is a pending interrupt with a higher priority than the 
currently active level. If so, and if the pending level is 
not masked, then the pending · level becomes the currently 
. . 
acti ve level {the first entry in the active list)- ~hen an 
exit instruction is enc~untered, the active level is removed 
from the active list, and the corresponding counter is 
decremented. If - the counter is zero, then the level number . 
is removed from the pending . list • . Otherwise, another 
interrupt for · this level is still pending, and the list is 
not altered. 
Storage protection - is implemented by means cf two 
arrays of bytes • . One, of length . eight, . repre~ents the 
protection keys, while the second, of length 128, represents 
the storage keys. As e~ch . instruction -- is executed, any 
storage references are checked to see that protection -is not · 
violated. The effective storage address is . used to compute 
an index into Ue array of , storage keys; the number of - the 
active 1evei is used to .index the array of protection keys • . 
-
The keys are then ,compared, and if a protection violation is 
indicated, a level one interrupt . is scheduled, with the 
appropriate latch set to inaicate a protection check. 
- 22 -
Error conditions are handled in accordance with the 
·-
ac tual operation of the 3705, as much as possible. Program 
ch ecks cause the appropriate level one interrupt, unless 
l evel one is already active. In that case, a CCU check is 
i ndicated; the standard 3705 action is to initiate a new IPL, 
bu t since this is not feapible, the simulation is halted at 
th e point where the CCU check occurs. 
FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 
There are a number · 0£ ·-· deficiencies in the present 
version -- of · the simulator •.. , A . fev . hardware featoies are 
currently unsupported, incl~ding cyclic · redundancy cbeck 
accumulation, the diagnostic - tes~ -mode, and several of the 
control . functions of both the channel adapter a nd 
communication scanner • . This does not seriously impair the 
usefulness · of the simulator, since programs Mhich use any of 
the unsupported features receive an . informational 1essage, 
and are -allowed to continue execution • . The modular structure 
...... 
of S3705GO makes it an easy task to add these features when 
the need arises • . 
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A more serious limitation at this point is the lack of 
a f acility for generating a large number of interrupts, such 
a s might be found in a real communications network. ln order 
to g ive any so£tware a real workout, the simulator will : need 
to provide a high volume o~ level two and three interrupts, 
.. 
tog ether wi tb the asso_ciated · characters , which might be 
rece ived £rom both . the . host co mputer and tbe var:ious 
term inals of the network •. _ 
Th e problem of generating interrupts £rem tbe 
c ommunications network is relatively straigbtf orwaro • . Each 
typ e of terminal can have associated with it a table of valid 
c ha racters vith a distribution calculated to _. ins _ert an ending 
sequ ence every n characters on -th~ average, where n ~ is the 
mea n length of a block of data. 8 -~he ., interval betveen -
char acter interrupts can . be represented , · relative to the 
ela psed time in machine ~ycles. io~ , synchron~us ter minals, 
t he interval will be a constant dependi~g .on the line speed; 
f or start-stop terminals, : the intervals will be exponentially 
di stributed. . A suitable pai~ - of pseudo-rando• number 
ge nerators, then, can -be used to effectively simulate the 
i np ut from a com munications ne~v-0rk. 
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The channel adapter, unfortunately, presents a 
di ffer ent and more complex problem • . It is not enough to 
-merel y present the 3705 with a random series of characters as 
if the y had come from the adapter, since the 3705 ~oftware 
must recognize and interpret the great varietj of channel 
co mmands which can be generated bj the host processor. The 
. . 
da ta from the simulate~ channel adapter must make sense; it 
must conform .to the rigid structure set forth in the 360 
c hanne l architecture. _ 
The manual generation of a large amount of such data 
would be a mammoth task, to say the least. , A more feasible 
a pproa ch might be to design ·a software monitor ~hich could 
i nter cept the output of a number of actual teleprccessing 
sy stem s, recording the .data · on mag~etic ·. tape. This tape 
- -
c oul d then be used as input -to .the simulation, with the added 
b enef it that it could easily be tailored to closely reflect 
- -
t he a ctual co mmunication · environ ment • .. 
This concept can be extended to include the network as 
we l l; data input to the real •teleprocessing system could be 
c ap t ur ed si milarly, so that .· the . si mulation of both the 
c hann el adapter . and communication . scanner would closely 
a pproximate the system £6r -• which the 3705 would bE used • . 
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Some judicious planning might then produce a benchmark set of 
--
input data for the simulator, thus providing an excellent 
means for comparing various 3705 control programs. 
A number of conveniences ~ill probably be added to the 
simulator in - the near future. These . will include the 
facility for the user ·. to dump selected areas of -the 3705 
storage and registers, and a means £or dynamically enabling 
and disabling the trace . facility. Eventually, the user will 
be given the ability to specify s~itch se~tings on the 3705 
control panel, in •••order :: to · utilize and test the operator 
communication facilities~ -
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 
As mentioned previorisly, , the 3705 .simulator shculd be 
- -
of considerable .value as an aid to softwar& development. An 
immediate application would be~he testing . of n~v releases of 
IBM-supplied control programs. , , Al~hough complete te5ting of 
the interrupt handlers would , not .be possible ~ith the current 
version, the 3705 program could complete its . initialization 
phase, and any gross errors in control program generation 
would probably be detected--
26 -
As users gain familiarity with the 3705, they might 
. . 
wel l consider writing their own , software, in the form of 
eit h er modifications to IBM-supplied code, or the design of 
en ti rely original control programs. Because of its excellent 
tr ac e · facility, the simulator would prove an invaluable aid 
to ef forts of this ·type •• 
The simulator can be equally useful as an educational 
-· 
to ol . An introductory coarse in dat _a communications might 
.. 
we ll spend some _time discussing the 3705, and the siuulator 
co uld provide students with . the . opportunity to learn 
fi r st-hand the problems ~ involved vith .. such processes as 
ed i ting and code translation. _ In mor~ .advanced · courses, the 
si mulator . could serve as the base fo~ -- any number of major 
p r ojects in communications. -~ It is ctirrently being used by a 
gr a duate student who is designing modifications to the 
I BM-supplied emulator program; , vithout .the . simulator, such _ a 
-




The 3705 simulator, as implemented at the West Virginia 
Univer sity Computer Center, can be Jnvoked by means o~ the 
ca talo ged procedure S3705CLG. The following JCL is typical: 
//S1 EXEC S3705CLG 
//SYSIN DD* 
3705 Assembler Source Deck . 
.. ...,· 
// 
S3705CLG is a three~step procedure ~hich executes the 
3705 assembler, the F~aa linkage editor, and the 3705 
... 
simulator. _. The _- following parameters are passed to the 
executed programs: . 
Assemb ler -- NODECK,LOAD· 
Linkag e editoc -- XREF,LET,LIST .,DC 
Simulator -- E,I,I,L,SIZE=48K,EP=PGM37~5 
{Note: If these parameters are . overridden, the 
- . 
user should specify . DC to the l~nkage editor, and 
EP=PGM3705 to the simulator-) 
The following is a complete descriftioE of the 
parameters which may be · specified to the sinulator (via 
PARM.SIM on the EXEC statement): . 
E or ETBAC.E specifies the execution trace facility. 
-
X or XTRACE specifies the extended ti:ace facility. 
I or ITRACE -- specifies .the interrupt ·trace facility. 
L or LTRACE -- specifies . the . level trace facility • 
SIZE=nn nK -- specifies the size of - the 3705 storage in 
multiples of 1024 . bytes. It should nor~ally have a 
value of 16+32*N, where N is a non-negative inte~er less 
than or equal to seven. , . 
EP=nam e -- specifies the name of . the load mo~ule to be 
executed. 
Appendix B 
Sample . Output 
This appendix contains a sample program written in 3705 
assembler language, together with the associated simulator 
output. The program was ·designed to test the more intricate 
/ 
parts of the simulator, including interrupt masking, storage 
prote ction, and Interface . Control Word (ICW) access. It 
switches levels several times, and accesses a nunber of 
extern al registers, including . the ABAB, the display 
regi ~ters, and gener,1 registers belonging to other than · the 
act ive leve1 • . The interrupts which occur include program 
controlled interrupts {PCis), supervisor calls (SVCs), and a 
leve l one protection violation • . 





000010 0082 0 0 
000012 0186 1 o. 
000014 71EC 1 7E 
000016 7114 1 71 
000018 B920 0001 . 1 00001 
00001C 7124 1 72 
00001E 7004 . 0 70 
000080 
000080 
000080 717C 1 77 
000082 7114 1 . 71 
000084 B920 0002 1 · 00002 
000088 7124 1 72 




000100 71FC 1 7P 
000102 l"90A 1 ( 1, 6) 001 .0E 
000104 7114 1 71 
000106 8920 0003 1 00003 
00010A 7124 1 72 
00010C 7004 0 70 
00010E B920 0020 1 00020 
000112 7174 , 77 
000114 71FC , 7F 
000116 7114 1 71 
000118 8920 0003 1 00003 
00011C 7124 1 72 
00011E 110C , 10 
000120 9102 1 (,) 
PAGE 
Sl'l!T SOUBCE STATEMENT 18NAR73 12/09/74 
1 SUTEST CSECT 
2 &C l (0) BLOW UP IF WE CJME HERE 
II ORG SIMTEST+X1 10 1 TO LEVEL 1 START ADDRESS 
5 LEVEL 1 · DS OH LEVEL 1 INTERRUPT ROUTINE 
6 ST RO,O (RO) SAVE REGISTERS ZEBO 
7 , ST R1 ,4 (RO) AND ONE 
8 IN R1,J: 1.7E 1 :AUSE OP INTERRUPT 
9 OUT R1,X'71 1 DISPLAY 
10 LA R 1, 1 INTERRUPT' LEV EL 
11 OCT R1,X 1 72 1 DISPLAY 
12 OUT RO,X'70 1 1:1 ARDS TOP 
14 OBG SIHTEST+X' 80' TO LEVEL 2 S~ARr ADDR 
15 LEVEL2 DS Of! · LEVEL 2 INTERRUPT ROUTINE 
16 IN R1,X'77 1 INTERRUPT CAUSE 
17 OUT R1,X'71 1 DISPLAY IT 
18 LA R 1, 2 INTERRUPT. LEVEL 
19 OUT R1,X'72 1 DISPLAY 
20 OUT RO,X1 7-01 l:IARDSTOP 
22 ORG SHITEST+X• 100 1 LEVEL 3 START ADDRESS 
:.!3 LEVEL3 DS OH LEVEL 3 INTERRUPT ROUTINE 
24 IN R1,X'7P 1 INTERRUPT CAOSE 
25 BB R1 (1,6) ,PCIL3 BRANCH IP E'CI 
26 OOT R1,X'71 1 DISPLAY 
27 LA R1,3 INTERRUPT LEVEL 
28 OUT R1,le 1 72 1 DISPLI\Y 
29 . OUT RO,X1 70 1 H i\RDSTOP 
31 PCIL3 tA R1,X 1 20 1 BIT TO RESET 
32 OUT B1,X 1 77 1 RESET Tf!E INTERROPT 
33 IN R1,X 1 71"1 GET IT BACK 
34 OCT R1,X'71' DISPLAY FOR VERIFICATION 
35 LA R1,3 I NTEURllPT LEVEL 
36 OUT R1,X'72 1 DISPLAY 
37 IN n1,x•10• GET OLD L4 ADDRESS 
38 ARI R1(1),2 AND lDO TWO 











00018C BA20 084~ 
1 . 10 
1 7F 
1 ( 1, 7) 
1 70 
3 3 
3 ( 1) 1 ( 0) 
3 71 
2 
000190 BC20 0002 . 4 
000194 8204 3 (0) 
000196 4204 2 40 
000198 B920 0028 1 
00019C 4164 1 46 
00019E B920 00C1 , 
0001A2 4154 1 45 
0001"4 4290 2 4 
0001"6 BA93 3 ( 0) 
0001AB B920 1000 1 
0001AC 1184 , 18 
0001AE BA20 0010 2 
0001B2 72E4 2 7E 
0001B4 70C4 0 7c 
0001B6 B840 
0001B8 721'4 2 7F 
0001BA 2004 0 20 
0001BC B920 018: 1 


































R1,X 1 10 1 
, 
Sil1TEST+X1 180 1 • 
OH 
R1,X 1 7P'1 







AND POT IT BACK 
AND RETURN TO NEXT LEVEL 
TO LEVEL 4 START ADDR 
LEVEL 4- INTERRUPT ROUTINE 
GET INTERRUPT CAUSE 
TERMINhTE IP SV: L4 
GET STORAGB SIZE 
ZERO R3 
TO LOW ORDER BYrE 
STORAGE SIZE INK 
51 • TEST INTERFACE CONTROL ACCESS 
52 * . 
53 LA R2,X'840' LOAD FIRST IIITERPAC'E ADDRESS 
54 LA R4,2 INCREMENT FOR INTERFACE ADDR 
55 LBI R3 (0) , 4 :DUNT FOR BCT LOOP 
56 IC'ilLOOP OUT R2,X'40 1 LOAD i\Bi\R 
57 LA R1,X'28 1 SET DATA TERMINAL READY, EXT CLOC~ 
513 OUT R1,X 1 46' SET SOP FOR SUBSEQUENT. MODE SET 
59 LA R1,X'C1' BISYNCH EBCDIC, SET MODE 
60 OUT R1,X 1 45 1 SET LCD AND PCP' 
61 AHR R2,R4 ~OTO NEXT INTERP'ACE 
62 BCT R3 (0) ,ICIILOOP AND LOOP BACK 
64 LA R1,LEVELS -> LEVEL 5 CODE 
65 OOT R1,X 1 18 1 SET OP THE IAR P'OR LS 
66 LA R2,X 1 10 1 MASK FOR L3 
67 OUT R2,X 1 7E 1 SET IT 
68 OUT R0,X'7C 1 \ SET PCI L3 
69 .EXIT , AND ON TO LEVEL 5 ••• 
71 TEBK · OOT R2 ,X '7F 1 ENADLE LEVEL 3 
72 OUT RO,X1 20 1 ABEND SIMULATOR 
73 LA R 1,* POINT TO OURSELF 
74 OUT R11 I 1 18 1 SEND LEVEL 5 BA:K HEBE 
75 • EXIT , AND GO TO LEVEL 5 
CROSS-REFERENCE PAGE 
, 
SYl'IBOL LEH VALUE OEF'N REFERENCES 12/09/74 
ENOLOOP 00002 001024 00113 0109 
I CIIL OOP 00002 000196 00056 0062 
LEVEL1 00002 000010 00005 
LEVEL2 00002 000080 00015 
LEVEL3 00002 000100 00023 
LEVEL4 00002 000180 00043 
LEVELS 00002 001000 00098 0064 
LOOP 00002 001012 00104 0114 
PCIL3 00004 . 00010E 00031 0025 · 
BO 00001 000000 ·00124 0006 0006 0007 00,2 0020 0029 0068 · 0072 0079 
R1 00001 . 000001 00125 0007 0008 0009 0010 0011 0016 0017 0018 0019 0024 0025 0026 0027 0028 0031 
0032 0033 0034 0035 0036 0037 0038 . 003 9 0044 0045 0046 00ll8 0057 0058 0059 
0060 0064 0065 0073 0074 0080 0081 · 0085 0086 0087 0088, 0089 · 0090- · 0091 0092 
0093 0094 
R2 00001 000002 00126 0053 0056 0061 0066 0067 0071 0099 0 10 4 0105 
RJ 00001 000003 00127 0047 00ll7 0048 . 0049 0055 0062 0102· 011 4 
8ll 00001 OOOOOll 00128 0054 0061 0100 - 0110 
85 00001 000005 00129 0103 0103 0104 0108 0110 0 111 0,12 
R6 00001 000006 00130 0101 0112 
87 00001 000007 00131 0105 0106 0107. 0107 0108 0111 . 
SIIITESl' 00001 000000 00001 0004 0014 0022 0042 0077 009'7 0117 
SOURCE 00004 001800 00118 0099 
STA8TXEQ 00002 000800 00079 0078 0132 
TA 8G ET 1 00004 001804 00119 0100 
TA!!G ET2 00004 001808 00120 0101 
TERl1 00002 J001B8 00071 0045 
NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN THIS ASSEMBLY 
•STATISTICS* SOURCE RECORDS (SYSIN) • 132 
•OPTIONS IN EFFE:r• LIST, NODECK, LOAD, NOBENl', XREF, LINECNT = 50 
179 PRINTED LINES 
PAGE 4 
L:>C OBJ CODI B1N11! B21i12 1008 STl1T SOURCE STATEMENT 18l1A'B73 12/09/74 
001000 97 ORG SI!'ITEST+4096 TO LEVEL 5 1 S ST)RAGE BLOCK 
001000 98 LEVELS DS OH 
001000 BA20 1900 2 01800 99 1A R2,SOURCE -> DATA 
001004 BC20 1804 4 01804 1 00 LA R4,TARGET1 -> FIRST RECEIVING FIELD 
001008 BE20 1303 6 01808 10 1 LA R6 ,TARGET2 -> SECOND TARGET 
00100C B820 0004 3 00004 102 LA R3,4 COUNT FOR BCT LOOP 
001010 SSAB 5 5 1 03 SR R5,R5 ZERO 
001012 2510 5 ( 1) 2 104 LOOP ICT R5(1),R2 PICK UP CHARACTER 
001014 2POO 7 ( 1) 2 105 IC R7(1),0(R2) GET NEXT CHARACrER 
001016 8600 7 (0) 106 LRI R7(0),0 ZERO HIGH ORDER BYTE 
001018 7778 7 (1) 7 (1) 107 LCOR R7 (1) ,R7 (1) SHIFT RIGRT 
001011 75C8 s 7 108 XR R5,R7 EXCLUSIVE OR 
00101c 8806 01024 109 BZl. ENDLOO.P IF ZERO, S11:IP IT 
00101E 4530 s (1) 4 110 STCT R5{1),R4 STORE FIRST RESULT 
001020 57AO 7 5 111 SHR R7,R5 SUBTRACT 
001022 6530 5 l 1 l 6 112 STCT R5(1),R6 STORE SECOND RESULT 
001024 113 BliDLOOP· OS OH 
00 1024 B895 3 ( 1 l 01012 114 BCT R3 (1), LOOP AND LOOP BACK FJR NEXT CHARACTER 
001026 8840 115 EXIT , NOii INVOKE LEVEL 4' 
00180 0 117 ORG SIISTEST+6144 TO DATA BLOCK 
00 180 0 015BC6F7 11B SOURCE DC X' 0 15 BC 6 F7 1 
00 1804 00000000 119 T ARGET1 r:c I' 00000000 • 
001808 FFFFlFFP 120 TARGET2 DC l I FPPF-FFFF 1 
121 • 
122 • REGISTER EQU&TES 
12J • 
000000 124 RO EQU 0 
00000 1 125 R1 EQU 1 
00000 2 126 R2 EQU 2 
00000 3 l 27 RJ IOU 3 
00000Q 1 :rn R4 EQO 4 
000005 129 RS EQU 5 
000006 130 B6 EQU 6 
00000 7 1J1 a1 EQU 7 
0008 00 132 EIID STARTXEQ SPECIFY ENTRY P)IliT 
PAGE J 
LOC OBJ CODI a1NHI a2N2 lDDB SXIST SOURCE STATEHE.NT 181UR73 12/09/74 
0008 00 77 ORG SI!'ITEST+2048 TO SECOND 2K BLOCK 
78 ENTRY STARTXEQ 
000800 70D4 0 7D 79 STUTUQ OUT RO,X1 7D1 SET PCI L4 
000802 813C , ( 1) 80 lRI R1 (1) ,X'3C 1 ~ASK BITS FOR LEVELS 2 THROUGH 5 
000804 71P4 1 7F 81 OUT R1,X'7F 1 RESET MASK 
82 * 
83 * STORAGE PROTECTION 
'84 • 
000806 B920 0218 1 00218 85 lA R1,X 1 0218 1 2 048 (-. UY 0 
00080A 7134 1 73 86 OUT R1,X'73 1 SET KEY 
000R0C 8000 1 ( 0) 87 LRI R1 (0) ,0 0 <- KEY 0 
00080E 7134 l 73 88 OUT R1,X'73 1 SET KEY 
000810 B920 0419 1 00419 89 LA .R1,X1 0419 1 11096 <- KEY 1 
000814 71H 1 73 90 OOT R1,X'73 1 SET KEY 
000816 B920 061F 1 0061P 91 LA R1,X 1 061P 1 6144 <- KEY 7 (ON PROTECTED) 
00081A 7134 1 73 92 OUT R1,X'73 1 SET KEY 
0000,c B920 0009 , 00009 93 LA R1,X 1 0009 1 LEVEL 5 <- KEY 1 
000820 7134 1 ' 73 94 OOT B1,X 1 73 1 SET KEY 
000822 B840 95 EXIT . , NOW GO' TO LEVEL 4 CODE {PCI) 
3705 Sl~ULAtOR -- V 1. 0 -- 7 40EC7 18:30:34 74 .343 · PAGE 001 
Til!E LOCN OBJ CODE OP OPERA ND LCZ llES ULr 
PARAKETERS SPECIFIED -- I,L,X,E,SIZE=48K,EPzPG~3705 
3705 LOAD COMPLETE 
*INTERRUPT -- PCI L4 
0 000800 70D4 OUT O,X'7D 1 1 
1 000802 813C LRI 1(1),X 13C• . 1C REG 1 = 0000003C 
2 000804 71P4 OUT 1,X'7P 1 1C •• INTERRUPT MASK•• 
3 000806 B920 0218 LA 1,000218 ,c REG 1 .= 00000218 
5 00000A 7134 OUT 1,X 1 73 1 1C •• STORAGE PROTECTION•• 
6 00080c 0000 LR! 11oi~x•oo• 1 Z REG 1 • 00000018 
7 00080E 7134 OUT 1,X'73 1 1 z •• STORAGE PROTECTION•• 
8 000810 B920 0419 LA 1,000419 1 z REG 1 = 00000419 
1 0 000814 7134 OUT 1,X 1 73 1 1 Z ** STORAGE PROTECTION•• 
11 000816 B920 061P Ll 1 ,00061P 1 . Z REG 1 = 0000061P' 
13 00081A 7134 OUT .1,X'73 1 1 Z •• iTORAGE PROTECTiON'** 
14 00081c B920 0009 LA 1 ,000009 · 1 z REG 1 • 00000009 · 
16 000820 71 l4 OUT 1,X'73 1 1 Z ** 'STORAGE PROTECTION•• 
17 o o o 8 2 2 a 8. 4 o EXIT s z 
•NOi ENTERING LEVEL 4 
18 000180 7 H'C IN 1,X 1 7F 1 4 REG 1 = 00000100 • 
1 9 000182 F9B4 BB ., (1,7),0001B8 4 
20 0 0 0 1 84 71 oc IN 1,X'70 1 . 4 REG 1 = 00003000 
21 000186 JJAB SR 3 ,3 4 Z REG 3: 00000000 · 
22 00018:l 0108 LCR 3(1),1(0) 4C REG·· 3 :t 00000030 
23 00018A 7314 OUT 3,X'71 1 .4C X R 7 1 . = 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 Q ** DIS PL 1Y •• 
24 00018C BA20 0840 LA 2,000840 4C REG :2 = 00000840 · 
26 000190 BC20 0002 LA 4,000002 · 4C REG 4 = 00000002 
28 000194 8204 LRI 3(0),X 1 04 1 4C REG 3 = 00000430 · 
29 000196 4204 OOT 2,X 1 40 1 4C XR 40 = 00000840 
30 000198 B920 0028 LA 1 ,000028 4C . REG 1 = 00000028 
32 00019C 4164 OOT 1, X' 4 6' 4C IC'il ( 020) = OOOOOOOAOOOO 
33 00019E 8920 00:1 LA 1 , 0 0 0 o:: 1 . 4C REG 1 = ooooooc, 
35 0001A2 4154 OUT 1,1 1 45 1 . qc ICll (020) = OOOOC10A0000 .· 
36 0001A4 4290 AHR 2,4 4 · REG 2 = 00000842 
37 0001A6 BA 93 e:::T 3 (0) ,000196 4 REG 3 2 00000330 **BRANCH Tl~EN•• 
38 000196 4204 our . 2,X 1 40 1 4 XR 40 = 00000842 
. 39 000198 8920 0028 LA 1 ,000028 • 4 REG 1 • 00000028 
41 00019C 4164 OUT 1,X 1 46 1 q ICW.(021) = OOOOOOOAOOOO • 
42 00019E D920 00C1 LA 1,0000C1 4 REG 1 ~ 000000:1 . 
44 0001A2 4154 OUT 1,x•qs• q ICW (021) = 0000C10A0000 
4S 000114 4290 AHR 2,4 4 BEG 2 ::o 00000844 
46 0001A6 8193 B:::T 3 (0) ,000196 4 REG 3 n 00000230 ••BRlNCfl ?lKEN** · 47 000196 4204 OOT 2,x•qo• 4 XR 40 11 00000844 
310 S SHllLt.'tO R -- V 1.0 - -- 74DEC7 · 18:30:34 74.343 PAGB 002 
Til1E LOCl'I OBJ CODB OP OPERAND LCZ RESULT 
48 000198 B920 0028 LA 1 ,000028 II REG 1 = 00000028 
50 00019C 111611 OUT 1,X 1 46 1 4 ICW(022) = 000000010000 · 
51 , 00019E B920 00:1 LA 1,0000Ct 4 REG 1 : 000000C1 
53 · 0001A2 11154 OUT 1,X 1 45 1 II rcw(022) = ooooc1010000 
54 000 1A4 11290 AHR 2, II 4 BEG 2 = 00000846 
55 0001A6 BA93 a:T 3(01 ·,000196 4 REG 3 ::a 00000130 **BRANCH TAKEN** 
56 00 0196 42011 OtJT 2,x• 40' 4 · xR 40 = 00000846 
57 000198 B920 0028 LA 1 ,000028 . lj ~ . REG 1 = 00000028 
59 00019C 4164 OOT 1, X' II 6 1 lj ' ICH (023) = OOOOOOOAOOOO 
60 00019E B920 OOC1 LA 1,0000C1 4 . REG 1 = 000000:1 
62 0001A2 4154 OOT 1,X 1 45 1 II ·. ICW (023) = OOOOC10A0000 
63 0001 All 4290 AHR 2,4 4_. 
., 
REG 2 = .00000848 
64 0·00116 BA93 BCT 3 (0) ,000196 4 REG 3 = 00000030 · 
65 0001A8 B920 1000 LA 1,001000 ,r.~ REG 1 .:r 00001000 ·· 
67 ooouc 11811 our ,,x• 101 . 4 · . . XR · 18 • 00001000 
68 0001AE BA20 0010 LA 2,000010 4 .,:_ REG 2 • 00000010 
70 0001B2 72E4 OUT 
•INTERRUPT -- PCI L3 
2,X 1 7B1 4 . ·•• .INTRRBUPT MASK•• 
71 0001 B4 70t4 OUT O,X1 7C1 " ' ' ' 
72 000 1 B6 88 40 EII? 5· '• 
73 001000 BA20. 1800 LA 2,001800 5 .. .. REG 2 • 00001800 . . 
75 0010011 BC20 1B04 LA 4,001804 5 . REG 4 = 00001804 
77 001008 BE20 1808 LA . 6 ,001808 5, ·_-. . REG 6 = 00001808 
79 00100C 8820 0004 LA · 3, 000004 5 REG 3 = 00000004 · 
81 001010 55A8 SB 5,5 .5 Z :. · REG 5 • 00000000 
82 001012 2510 rcr , 5(1),2 5 Z REG ·5 :r 00000001 RE:. 2 .= 00001801 
84 0010111 2FOO. r: . 7 ( 1) , XI O O I (2) 5 . . REG 7 = oooooosa ADDR = 001801 = 5BC6P700 . . 
86 001016 8600 LR.I 7(0),X 1 00 1 5 .z .· REG 7 = 0000005B 
87 001018 7778 t:OR 7 (1) ;7(1) · sc . REG 7 = 00000020 
88 00101A 75C8 XR 5,7 SC ~E~ 5 = 0000002C 
89 00101C A806 BZL 001024 SC 
90 00101E 4530 ST:T 5 (1) ,4 . SC REG 5 = 0000002C REG 4 • 00001805 
92 001020 5 7 AO S HR 7,5 5 REG 7 .• 00000001 
93 001022 6530 ST:T 5(1),6 5 REG 5 = 00~0002C REG 6 = 00001809 
95 0010211 B695 OCT 3(1),001012 s. . REG 3: 00000003 **BRANCH TAKEN** 
96 001012 2510 ICT 5(1),2 5 REG s ~ 0000005a REG 2 • 00001002 · 
98 001014 2FOO IC 7 ( 1 ) 1 l( I O O I (2 ) SC . REG 7 m 000000:6 ADDR·• 001802 • C6F72COO 
100 001016 8600 LRI 7(0),X'00 1 5 Z REG 7 = 000000:6 
101 001018 7778 t.: OR 7 (1) , 7 (1 ) .5 REG 7 • 00000063 
1 02 001op. 1sc0 XR . 5, 7 SC BEG 5 • 00000038 
103 00101c 8806 B ZL 0 01024 sc : 
104 00101E 4530 s r er s ( 1) , 4 SC. REG 5 ~ 00000038 RE~ 4 .• 00001806 
106 001020 57&0 SHR 7,5 5 REG 7 • 0000002B 
107 001022 6530 srcr 5(1),6 5 REG 5 = 00000038 RE~ 6 =· 0000180A . 
109 001024 8B95 BCT JP> ,ooro12. 5 -RBG :J • 00000002 **BRANCH TA~El'I•• : 
370S Sil'IULA'lOR -• V 1.0 •· 7JJDEC7 18:30:34 H.343 PAGB 003 
TII\E LOCM OBJ CODB 01? Ol>ERAND LCZ RESULT 
110 001012 2~10 ICT 5 ( 1) ,2 5 REG 5 a OOOOOOC6 REG 2 = 00001io3 
112 0010 14 2f'OO IC 7 ( 1 ) , X 1 00 1 (2) 5 REG 7 = OOOOOOP7 ADDR ~ 001803 = F72C3800 
114 001016 8600 Lill 7(0),X'00 1 5 Z REG 7 = 000000P7 
· 115 :001010 7778 L:OR 7(1 ,),7(1) SC REG 7 = 00000073 
116 001 o u 1s ca XR 5,7 SC REG 5 = 0000008D . 
117 · 00101C 8806 B ZL 001024 . sc · 
118 00101E 4530 s r er s 11i , 4 SC . BEGS= 0000008D REj 4 a 00001807 -
120 001020 S7AO SHR 7,5 SC . REG 7 = OOOOFFBE 
121 001022 6530 s r er s ( 1) , 6 SC . BEG 5 = 0000008D REj 6 = 0000180B 
123 001024 BB95 BC T 3(1),001012 · Sc . REG 3 = 0000000 1 **BRAN CR TAK ENO 
124 001012 2510 ICT 5 ( 1) .• 2 SC REG 5 = OOOOOOP7 REi 2 = 00001804 
126 001014 2FOO I" 7 ( 1 ) • X 1 0 QI (2 ), 5 REG 7 = OOOOFF2C ADDR u 001804 • 2C38BD00 . ~ 
128 001016 8600 LRI 7(0),X'OO• S Z REG 7 = 0000002C 
129 001018 7778 LCOR 7 (1) ,7(1) 5 BEG 7 = 00000016 
13 0 001 o 1A 75 ca XR 5,7 . SC BEG 5 = OOOOOOE 1 
131 00101C 8806 BZL 001024 SC 
13 2 00101E 4530 STCT 5 (1) ;4 SC . REG 5 = OOOOOOE1 REG 4 = 00001808 
134 001020 5 7 AO S HR 7,5 SC REG 7 = OOOOP1'35 
135 001022 65'.30 STCT 5 (1) ,6 Sc BEG 5 -= _OOOOOOE1 BEG 6 = 0000180C 
137 0010211 8B95 BCT: 3(1),001012 SC. REG 3 · = 00000000 
•INTERRUPT -- SVC L4 
138 001026 B840 EXIT st 
•NOi ENTERING LEVEL 4 
139 000180 71F'C IN 1, X ' 71'' 4 BEG 1 = 00000103 · 
140 000182 Y9B4 BB 1 (1, 7) ,0001B8 4 _.*BRANCH TAKEN** 
1 41 0001BB 72F4 OUT 2,X'7P' 1 4 . . ** INTERRUPT KASK •• 
•NOi ENTERING LEVEL 3 
142 000100 711'C IN · 1,X'71' 1 3 , REG 1 • 0000010j 
143 000102 F90A BB 1(1,6),00010E · 3 **BRANCR TAKEN*• 
1114 00010E Il920 002~ LA 1 ,000020 3 REG 1 = 00000020 
146 000112 7174 OlJT 1 ,X'77 1 3 
1117 000114 71FC IN 1,X'7P 1 3 REG 1 = 00000101 
148 000116 7114 · OlJT 1,X'71' 3 XR 71 "' ooo'oo 10 1 •• DIS PL AI u 
149 000118 B920 0003 LA 1,000003 3 REG 1 ,,. 00000003 
151 00011c 7124 OUT 1,x• ·12 1 3 XR 72 = 00000003 ••DISPLAY** 
152 000118 110C IN 1,:X'10 1 . 3 REG 1,. 000D01BA 
1 53 000120 9102 ARI 1 (1) ,x•o2• 3 REG 1 • 000001B: 
1511 000122 1104 OUT 1,x 1 10• 3 IR .10"' 00000,ac 
155 000124 B8110 EXIr • 4 
1 ">6 0001ac 8920 010: LA 1,0001BC 4 REG 1 = 000001BC 158 0001CO 118'4 OOT 1,X' 18 1 4 IR 18 = 0000018: 159 0001C2 B840 EXIT 5 
•EBROB -- PROTECTION CHECK 
160 0001BC 
•ROi !NTBBIRG LEVEL 1 
Sc 
3705 SittULATOB -- V 1.0 -- 7~DEC7 18: 30:H 74.343 PAGE OOll 
T II\ E t.OCR OBJ CODE OP OPE Ill ND LCZ BESULr 
161 000010 0082 sr 0, X 1 00 1 (0) , z BEG O = 00000012 ADDR = 000780 = 30000824 
163 000012 0186 sr 1,X'D4 1 (0) 1 .z ' REG 1 = 00000009 ADDR = 000784 • 10380009 
16 5 0 00 0 14 71 EC IN 1 ,X1 7E1 1 Z REG 1 '"' 00000020 
166 000016 7114 our 1,X 1 71 1 1 Z XR 71 .~ 00000020 ••DISPLAY•• 
167 000018 B920 0001 LA 1 ,000001 1 Z REG 1 = 00000001 
16 g 00001C 7124 OUT 1,X'72 1 , z IR 72 = 0000000) •• DISPLAY •• 
•BARDSTOP 
170 00001B 7004 OUT, O,X1 70 1 , z 
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